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OTTAWA 	April bth, 

REFORT 

Of the 

ou  DRESSING AND IeiTALLURGIOAL  LAUMATORIES. 

Inreetigation No. 7,623. 

Examination of Steel Bolte Used in Snowmotlie  Track. 

Origin of Material  and  011,119t of InvAllEp11211: 

On _Parch 	h, 144  th5;  Division of Metallurgy, 

Army Engineoring resign Branch, Department  cf  Munitions and 

Supply, Ottawa, Ontario,  submitted  six (6)  bolts for meta1- 

lurgical examination. It was desired to determine the quality 

of bolts used  in  the track  of the Snownotile cDW,1.  A-39572. 

The material had been obtAinod  through  1417. W. S, Waehburn, 

Automotive Design, Army Eaginoering DasiRn Branch, tram 

Messrz . earand and Dolor•e,  1:ontrea1„ Quebec, 

The  requost  for  thie work is entitled Pequi5ition 

No 638,  A0E0D080  Lot No. 53C, Report No  107  "D"  Test No.  11 

Three of the six bolts fiItcd  woz'e  unused, The  heads of 

the remainder  .ad.  failed In service, 

These bolts were reported  te bave  been  mae(1  from 

SAE 1035 steel»  quenched and drawn to a Erinell of 200260 e 

 as specified  en Drawint7; A-• 95'72. 



Figure 1. 

BOLTS AG RECEIVED. 
(Actual size). 

MACRO-ETCHED SURFACE. 
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Mecrosconic  Examination;  

SpeciLens of broken and unused bolts are ehawn  in 

Figure 10 Magnafluxing revealed large cracks in the  remaining 

part of the head of the broken bolt, but there was  ro  evidence 

of cracks in the neck or shaft, 

One bolt was sectioned longitudinally and . macro- • 

etched with  50 per cent HC1 for 20 minutes, to determine  the 

character of  grain flow and the internal condition  cf the 

metal.  The etched surface is shown in Figure 2, 

Chemical Analysis: 

Carbon 
Manganese 
Silicon 
Phosphorus 
Sulphur 

As 
Found 

- 0.36 
- 0,41 
- 0,21 
- 0.009 
- 0.040 

AB 00 

0.040  max, 
0.050  max. 

Specification for 
5A2  1035 Steel 

0.32-0,38 
0.60-090 

.1.18£1122M-Uure!--.1LI: 

Two  bolts  (one broken and one unused) were  sectioned 

longitudinally  and Vickers hardness readings were tLken  along 

the  line A-B as shown in Figure 3. 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Hardness  Survey s  cant Id) - 

e-ifaM----e :5 ° 

Hardness values were plotted against the distances from the 

surface (A) at which they were taken. Values taken from this 

curve  are shown in Table  na 

TABL3 II, 

VI  M" HAR1)111138  HUrMILDJAAGL-M1M11. 

• r—rom 	the 	PFeFE; 
Bolt  No :=7-75377-47-M7-b6 0,1. -m-r-re-7-5711=1-717r- 

• • 	• 	• 	 4 	 • 	a 	• 	• 	• 	• 
1 (Broken):516 :495:474:458:450:444:438:430:424: 94:344 :310 
2 (udwamn);490 :490:490:474:45D:440:426:412:398:L)42:312 :312 

• • 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 
• ; 	 0 	 • 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 

Vickers readings tak.%n  on a broken bolt in the 

metal adjacent to  cracks were 500-502 

Grain Sizes 

The grain size,  as determined by McQuaid-E.hn test, 

Ao3oTcM0)4 See Plcure  i.  

ecroscoeic Examination: 

Bolts were split longitudinally far  microscopic 

examination, The  microstructure across these sections was 

heterogeneous, being  cômposed  of  martensite and ferrite  in 

the thdeker parts s  the amount  of ferrite  decreasing  toward  the 

1P- 

1.1"-Tcle 3  
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(Microscopic Examination, contfd) - 

surface.  In the head, and particularly in the zone where 

cracking occurred, the microstructure was composed of marten-

site with troostite at the grain boundaries, as shown in 

Figure 5, a photomicrograph at 500 diameters There were 

some areas at the surface of the head whioh were decarburilee. 

to  a depth of 0,004-00005 inch (see Figure 6). 

Discussion: 

The chemical compocition of the bolts meets  the 

SAE 1035 specification, with the exception of the manganeee 

content which is low (aee Table I). 

The pronence of cracks in the broken hoada and the 

nature of the fracture indicate that the metal failed by 

cracking rather th  an by shearing. 

Hardness surveys clearly show that the hardness  • 

is above that specified (200-260 Brinell), neadings taken 

at close proximity to cracks varied frem 4C0 to 502 Vickers 

(460 Brinell). The decrease in hardness toward the thicker 

section is normal for shallow elardening eteels such as 

SleE 1035, 

Tho high hardnesa values allow that the bolts after 

quenching have not been properly drawn to obtain the specifeed 

hardneee. Indeed, with thie hardnets it is quite likelY:that 

they have not been drawn at all. eathout this  necessary 

toughening and stress-relieving treatment, the failure of the 

bolt beads is explainable. 

The microstructure was heterogeneous(martonsite and 

treostite), which further substantiates this evidence. Had 

the  bolts been drawn at a suitable temperatnre (about 600° F,), 

the troostite structure would have transformed and a uniform 

tempered  structure  would have resulted. 

The amount of decarburization is small and is net 
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(Discussion, contld) 

likely to have influence on the behaviour of the boit in 

service (unless it is considered that failure was oacurring 

due to fatigue). 

•  CONCLUSI ONS  : 

1. The chemical composition of the bolts meets the 

SA1 1035 specification, with the  exception of the manganese 

content which is 0.41 per cent. This  low manganese content 

would tend to leseen  the hardenability  somewhat. 

e. The internal condition of the metal is favour- 

able, being free from segregation, pipe,  or large inclusions. 

3. The grain size is 5 (A.S.T.M.). 

4. The hardness is  310-516  Vickers  (307-477 Brinell) 

and is not in agreement  with  the specified 200-260 3rinell. 

5. The cause for failure Is high hardness and lack 

of toughness. A proper draw would definitely improve 

performance. 
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